
Logy1 - Life is melody

{chorus}

Life is a melody that feels divine

A colorful journey. back in line

The beauty of life, my soul can fly

I spun my insight fly

From the pain, i'm going low to high

So here's to sunrise, moonlit nights

To the struggles i face, to the stars

So high, i got it bright

{verse 1: logy1}

Ugh. life is a canvas, a masterpiece in stories

Ugh. sky depicts the sunrise in symphony

Ugh. busy working. like the sand of the phoenix

Ugh. painting my destiny, i got the main sonic

First i can open the sky, with every step forward, there is nothing for lies

In the kaleidoscope of life, loud, may i try

Progress when things are finished. still i can tried

Grew up in the struggle, but i found my way

Through the darkest nights, i saw the light of day

Life chasing dreams, no time to sway

In the rhythm of life, i say

{chorus}

Life is a melody that feels divine

A colorful journey. back in line

The beauty of life, my soul can fly

I spun my insight fly



From the pain, i'm going low to high

So here's to sunrise, moonlit nights

To the struggles i face, to the stars

So high, i got it bright

{verse 2: initono}

Tarted off with nothing, just a vision in my mind

But i never gave up, even when i fell behind

Took a leap of faith, put my heart into this game

Gonna make it big, bring fortune and fame

I'ma set the world on fire, make my dreams come true

I won't stop till i'm at the top, that's what i'm gonna do

Gonna burn bright, gonna shine so bright

I'ma win my dream, gonna take flight

{chorus}

Life is a melody that feels divine

A colorful journey. back in line

The beauty of life, my soul can fly

I spun my insight fly

From the pain, i'm going low to high

So here's to sunrise, moonlit nights

To the struggles i face, to the stars

So high, i got it bright


